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Abstract

The theory of oscillator analysis in the immittance domain was presented in Ref l which should be

read in conjunction with the additional theory in this"paper. The combined theory enables the computer

simulation of the steady state oscillator. The simulation makes practical the calculation of the oscillator

total steady state performance, including, nois'eat all oscillator locations. Some specific precision oscilla-

tors are analyzed.

PART 1 THEORY

1. INTRODUCTION

The theory consists of all tile material in Ref 1 plus the material of Sections 3.12 lhrough 3.14

presented in this paper.

3. THE REAL OSCILLATOR

3.12 The circuit noise transformation function, ('TRm (f), in the ZN configuration

of Fig 2 of Reference 1

Eq 20, repeated here for convenience,

< term 0 > < te'rm [ > < term 2 >

/2._(/) = £v,_(/) • ]RT/(Zt(U) I2 {20)

may be considered a special case of general Eq 25

< term 0 > < t(rm 1 > < l_rm 2 >

£.,(f) = £R(/) • CTRm(f) (25)
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In Eq 25, term 0 is the oscillator phase noise at location m, where, in Eq 20, m = Ix. Term 1

is called the residual phase noise [6] of the active or other device. Term 2 is called the circuit
transformation of residual noise function at location m.

The importance of the residual noise lies in the fact that it can be measured independently of

the oscillator. Then, one needs only to compute the applicable CTRm(f) and then, using Eq 25,

determine tile oscillator noise, at any and every location.

Since it is stipulated that the noise is due to Vn, then

z: = Ps- _;,(f)/[_.,_(o)]: (26)

= cv_(f) • [v;(o)/_,_(o)] 2, (2r)
where _"}nis the carrier input voltage at, which the residual phase noise is measured and V; is defined

in Fig 2 (in Ref 1) and used in Eq 21.

3.12.1 The computation of CTRm(f)

From gq 23;

From Eq 123;

PS._(f)

£,,_ = PS._(f)/PS._(O)

= CF.w,_(f) • PSv,_(f)

= CT;,w,_(f) • £v_(f) • [I';(0)] '2

Froln Eq 21

= CP'mV,_(f) • £R(f) • (Vi,_) 2

From Eq 27

(28)

(29)

(ao)

(31)

(32)

Let

= pS._(O)/{V.)2 RO._ = PS(O)/PSv,,dO)
Then

PS,,_(O) = (V._) 2 • RO,_

Combining Eqs 28, 31 and 32b, we obtain;
£m(f) = £f¢(f) • CFmvn(f)/ROm

Comparing Eq 33 with Eq 25, we see that:

C?'t_m(f) = Crmvn(f)/R)m

(/F,,w,-, is calculated as in Sect. 3.9.

3.12.2 The calculation of R0._ with the BPT program.

(Note that R0._ is independent of Vn and dR)

a. Enter the applicable ZN configuration of the oscillator.

(32b)

(33)

(34)
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b. Set F= fo and dR= 1E-9ohm.

c. Make Vn a VW component (white noise voltage source) of convenient magnitude.

d. Execute Option C and note the magnitudes Vm, at locations m. and I.'}n.

Then

or in dB using the DB option,

]eOM = (tk/E,_)2

Ig),,_(dB) = V,,_ referred to I";,_

(35)

(35a)

3.12

a.

b,

C°

.3 Notes for Sect 3.12

Validity of this section - The reader is reminded that, for flicker noise, this section is valid

only for Fourier frequencies, f, at which Xt(f) >> Rt(f) as stipulated in Sect 3.11

Figure of merit - CTRm(f) is a very useful figure of merit of the transformation of device
residual noise into oscillator noise at all locations.

If it is desired to ascertain the magnitudes of the voltages and currents at all locations at

f = 0, then

1. Make dR a value such as that of Step 3.12.2.b.

2. Set the Magnitude of Vn in step 3.12.2.c so that V,,_(osc) becomes equal to Vin (residual

measurement input V) by means of Option E.

3. Execute Option C and record lhe data.

3.13 The oscillator Qov,,_(f)

Qo> the oscillator operating (2, is generally defined by

Qop = (dx/df)f_.+o • fo/2RT

It is seen that Qop applies only to low f.

It is proposed that Eq 36 be extended to be

(which includes Qop)

as it will yield more information,
It can be shown that

Qo,,,_(f) = (&/4f) • .fo/'eRv

(a6)

Qop,,_(f) ,_ fo • (V._/E:)/{2 ,, SQR[CTR,,_(f) • f}

(at)

(as)

Both Qopm and CTRm will become more important with the expanded use of oscillators, with more
complicated resonators, for which Leeson's noise model [1],[5] may not apply.
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3.14. t

;3.14.1.1

3.14.2

3.1,1.3

:3.14.4

3.14 Oscillator circuit configs.

Thus fat" the Z and N configurations have been described. There are additional useful configurations
which are considered in detail in Ref 9. Some of these are

:V con fig -- This is the raw complete oscillator circuit It is assigned node numbers and then

entered into the computer.

ZN config This is the N config set up by means of the Z config. The N config of Fig 2 of

Ref I is a ZN config.

Y config -This is the Y dual of the Z config and has dG, GV, and BV instead of dR, RV,
and XV.

}',.\' config This is the N contig, set up by means of the Y config. In addition, it has a

jumper to enable Z measurements.

ZYN config -This is the ZN configuration which has also been provided with BV, GV, and
dG.

Y and Y N configurations have the important advantage of having fewer nodes.

The Z configuration is preferred over the Y configuration because of its much greater frequency

capture range.

There are also many more possible }_, YN, and ZYN configurations since tuning elements can be

connected between any 2 nodes, nodes. Choosing the optimum node pair is difficult.

PART 2 SOME APPLICATIONS TO PRECISION OSCILLA-

TORS

7. INTRODUCTION

This part describes some applications to the precision oscillators likely to be found in PTTI systems.

The data was obtained with program BPT as directed by the user guided by the above theory.

The circuit is entered into the computer as a NETLIST via a file or the keyboard. The computer

lranslates the netlist into a PAR;FS LIST which is readily understood by any user. The user then

interactively directs the computer to generate the desired data.

The program is basically an elaborate laboratory simulator with extensive stockroom, fabrication,

instrument room, measurement, housekeeping, and recordkeeping facilities, unmatchable in any

real laboratory. At present, the program is available for the IBM PC, AT etc. and compatible

computers. The user proceeds, controls and operates the program as if he or she were construct-

ing, testing, and then modifying the "simulated breadboard circuit", as directed by the user and

the program, in exactly the same manner as in a real laboratory, but much more expeditiously,

accurately, thoroughly, and with much greater understanding. The important difference is that

lhe simulated breadboard includes only the information as directed by the user but the real bread-

board also includes intrinsic information, unknown to the user, such as parasitic components and

frequencies. This difference signifies that only about 90% of the real laboratory testing can be

eliminated by the computer simulation.
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From this program description, is seen that the general analysis and design modification procedures

consists of the following 5 steps all performed within the program environment.

1. Construction of the oscillator.

2. Trimming this oscillator to the desired operating frequency.

3. Analyzing and evaluating tile oscillator performanc(, with the aid of the extensive measure-

ment facilities within the program.

4. Modifying the oscillator to improve the performan,'e.

5. Repeating steps 3 and 4 until the desired performance is obtained.

6. The analysis is then confirmed by constructing and testing the real oscillator to check the

correct entrance of the parts and layout data into the computer and to be alerted of important
omissions in the data.

It will be noted that above steps 1 to 5 are exactly those lbllowed in tile real laboratory but slightly

modified for use with the above described theory. The effort and time required to perform these

steps will be a small fraction of those for step 6.

The main difference between the this method of analysis and the customary present methods are

1. The circuit of the device being analyzed is that of the full real oscillator and not a possibly

poor approximation incapable of producing all the importan( and correct data.

2. The type of data obtained closely resembles that for the real oscillator and, in addition, types,

practically, unobtainable in the real laboratory.

The difference is primarily due to the closed loop analysis and the noise source, amplifier and tilter

oscillator model, made possible by the computer and the above theory, as contrasted with the

customary open loop analysis . It should be remembered that the real oscillator operates closed,

and not open, loop.

The applications are:

1. A 10 MHz 1 resonator oscillator.

2. A 10 MHz 2 resonator oscillator.

Application 1 has been and is being manufactured in very large quantities and it is difficult to

appreciate the value of a detailed analysis at this stage in its design history. However, tile analysis

is still useful, at this time, in the following respects:

1. It provides a greater understanding of the oscillator operation.

2. It clearly demonstrates the validity of the complete design basis including the optimum noise
performance.
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3. It servesasa productioncontrol tool for quicklydeterminingthe effectof changesin part
characteristicsuponthe total oscillatorperformanceandthusprovidinginformationasto the
permissibilityof substitutingparts with thesechanges.Suchchangesareveryoften found
necessaryduringproduction.

Application2 is anexampleof the useof the theoryandprogramasa researchanddevelopment
tool. This oscillatorhasneverbeenbuilt and it is advisableto conducta preliminarycomputer
studyto exploreits behavioranddesirabilityprior to moreintensivecomputerstudiesandexpensive
experimentalefforts.

Thedata for theseapplicationsarepresentedin theformof simplifiedschematics,a typicalnetlist,
a typical partslist, andplotsof themoreimportant,andinfrequentlyor not previouslypublished,
operatingcharacteristics.Commentson tile dataarealsoincluded.

The oscillatorplotsarefor 2 quantitiesversusthe Fourierfrequency,f.

The circuit transformation of residual noise at location ra, CTRm(f). The magnitude of the closed

loop impedance, Zi,z(f), at the input terminals of the active device.

The C7"R,_ function is described in Sect 3.12

If the noise performance of the oscillator, £,,_(f), has been experimentally determined and CTRm(f)

has been calculated, then the residual noise can then be calculated from Eq 25.

The Zi,_ quantity determines the contribution of the active device input noise current, I,_, to

the oscillator noise as it produces a noise voltage, En = In * Zi,_, across the active device input

terminals. It is therefore very important, when measuring the device residual noise, that the device

be terminated to simulate the impedances present in the closed loop oscillator.

In this connection, the noise currents may be determined by measuring the residual noises at the

calculated terminations and then calculating the corresponding noise currents (see Sect 3.12.3c).

8. 10 MHz 1 RESONATOR OSCILLATOR

Fig 4 is the schematic diagram of this oscillator, called OSC1.

It is the familiar Colpitts type with an SC cut 3rd overtone crystal resonator, XL, having R1 = 70

Ohms, C1 = 2.1E-16 Farad and Qx = 1.083E6.

There are 5 additional components which are critical and therefore must be carefully controlled;

CA, LA, CN, LN, and C'L. CA and LA make up the resonator mode selector network, X1 (see Ref

3). CN and LN make up the resonator overtone selector network, X2. It is possible to combine the

overtone and mode selector functions into 1 three element network, either in X1 or X2. However,

in production, the control of the elements becomes very difficult.

C'L is the tuning element of the resonator. It may be a capacitance, inductance, or a network

including a tuning diode.

The use of elements consuming RF power has been minimized so that the calculated oscillator Qov,

1.080E6, is very dose to O_:. This is true only when RL is 1 Megohm. For RL = 10 Kilohms,

Qov becomes 9.605E5 and for RL = 1 Kilohm, Qo; = 4.885E5 and quickly decreases with further
reductions in RL.

Fig 4 shows both _'},_and I'_ (see Sect 3.12) defined as if RE were an integral part of the transistor
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Q1.This is doneto ensurethat the measurementof theresidualnoise,£R(f), in Q1inch,desthe,
well known,markedreductionin flickernoisedue to RE.. Fig 5 showsCTR,,_ and Zi,_ plotted

versus f.

CTR data is presented for 2 locations, RL and Is. RL is tile normal output location. However, the

curves indicate that the Is noise performance is superior past f = 10 tlz and much superior at high

values of f. Therefore consideration should be given to extracting the output from l_:. One method

of doing this without significant deterioration in Qop and tile low frequency noise performance is
described in Ref 8.

The curves include data for both the upper and lower sidebands, +f and -f, of the speclrum since

they may not be symmetrical, symmetrical. The asymmetry is caused by the fact that tile signal,

at the location being observed, is the sum of at least 2 signals arriving via different paths. If there

is only 1 major llator noise source then the signals are correlated and must be combined as phasors.

The relative phase varies with the frequency f, and aT: f = f_ tile signals will be in phase in one

sideband and out of phase in the other sideband. The out of phase signals causes dips in tile CTR

function in the region of f_. The value of f_ has a strong dependence upon Qo_,, being closer to fo

the greater the Qop, because the phase shifts more rapidly.

The magnitude of the dip is a function of tile equality of the magnitudes of the 2 signals. Curve

B of Fig 5 shows a dip of about 20 db at about 20 Hz below the carrier. There is no conspicuous

dip in the resonator current, I_., noise because of the resonator filtering action. This effect may be

of great importance in systems which require an usually low noise signal in a relalively narrow f

region close to the carrier.

A strong dip also exists in curve G, the curve for Zi_ - f, at a ,_;omewhat higher magnitude f,_.

The Zi,_ plots show an increase of over X 100 as f varies from 100 to .1 tIz.

9. 10 MHz 2 RESONATOR OSCILLATOR

The following reports on the result of a preliminary computer study to determine whether it merits

additional computer and experimental studies.

Fig 6 is the working but unoptimized schematic diagram of tile ac circuits of this oscillator, called
08C2.

It is a modified Pierce type with 2 resonators, XL1 and XL2, id¢mtical to XL1 of Fig 4, capacitively

coupled by Cc.

The oscillator parts list in shown in Fig 7 and the netlist is that in Fig 8.

For simplicity, the mode selector and overtone selector networks are not included but they can

be similar to those of OSCl. It is interesting to observe that their omission is tolerable in the

computer oscillator but may be disastrous in the real oscillator.

C'L1 and C'L2 are the tuning adjustments for their respective resonators. These adjustments also

serve to set the oscillator frequency, fo, and to shape the oscillator phase noise curve at low Fourier

frequencies.

A +1 Hz shift in the effective fs of XL1 corresponds to +.43 Hz shift in the oscillator fo.

A +1 Hz shift in the effective f, of XL2 corresponds to +.55 Itz shift in the oscillator fo. This data
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shows that the resonators are almost equally important in determining the oscillator long term

frequency stability.

Qo_, = 1.47E6 which is about 40--because of the 2 resonators.

At f < 8 tlz the noise is identical at all locations and equal to those of OSC1 except for the 3 dB

improvement due to the higher Qov"

At f > 20 Hz the noise performance may be much superior to that of OSC1. The best performance,

that at location C2, is also plotted on Fig ,5 to facilitate the comparison of the noise performance

of the 2 oscillators. It will be seen, from that tigure, that at 10 KHz, the OSC2 performance is

potentially better by about 60 dB.

The Zi,_ plots are appreciably better than those of OSC1.

The following carrier signal levels were calculated by BPT after setting dR so that Ix of XL1 = 1

mA, corresponding to dR =l.a6E-5 ohm :

I_ of XL2 = 0.17 mA

V of C1 = 0.099 V., V of Cc = 0.015 V., V of C2 = 0.026 V.

The calculated ldc of Q1, is, assuming ALC limiting, 0.75 mA.

10. ADDITIONAL NOISE SOURCES

A large part of the just reported very good noise performance of OSC1 and the even better

performance of OSC2 may be nullified by the following important additional noise sources:

Resonator noise (See Section 3.3)- Resonator noise, which is mainly flicker frequency noise, produces

f-3 phase noise which, in good circuit designs, swamps the circuit flicker noise and thus effectively

determines the t olal oscillator phase noise, at low f.

Additive noise- Noises, produced by passive component thermal and other noise sources and noises

generated in active devices such as buffer and output amplifiers, set effective limits to the total

oscillator noise floors.

Those readers, not used to the CTRm and residual noise concepts but are familiar with the cus-

tomary £(f) noise data, are reminded that, since £(1E_I) of a good active device is better than

-ld0 dBc, the 10 Ktlz point on curve E of Fig 9 corresponds to a highly improbable £c2(1E4) of

(-140 -125) = -265 dBc.

11. CONCLUSIONS for PART 2

In spite of its relatively complex circuit, requiring 2 high performance resonators, the following

conclusion are reached:

In view of its potentially excellent noise performance, the 2 resonator oscillator merits further

computer and experimental study including the possibility of also using the 2 resonators as part of

a vibration noise cancellation system.

Much additional effort is desirable to decrease the effect of the noise sources described in Sect 10.
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11-18-1991 09:48:26

I OF COMPONENTS = 20 HIGHEST NODE I = 13 # OF VOLTAGE SOURCES : I

2XTALDRZ FREQUENCY= 10000003.14865001

CIRCUIT NOTE : 10 mhz 2xtal osc z config

COMPNT. CONNECTED TO NODE

| SYB NI- +N2 TYPE

I cl I - 0 CAPACITOR

2 {J} I - I0 JUMP_,

3 {dR) 10 - ii RESISTOR

4 {RV} II - 12 RESISTOR

VALUE PHASE ANGLE

IE-010

R = 9.999999999999999E-021

1.36E-005

-3.917113507084587E-002

5 {XV} 12 - 13

6 (RI)XLI 13 - 2

7 (Cl) 2 - 3

8 (Co) i - 3

9 C'LI 3 - 4

10 Cc 4 - 0

ii (RI)XL2 4 - 5

12 ICY) 5 - 5

13 (Co) 4 - 6

14 C'L2 6 - 7

15 C2 7 - 0

X, REACTANCE -1.876242564109969E-007

RESISTOR 70 PO XL

XTAL RSN'TOR CI= 2.1E-016 fs= 10000000

CAPACITOR IE-050 PO XL

INDUCTOR 5.386228087475492E-007

CAPACITOR IE-009

RESISTOR 70 PO XL

ITAL RSN'TOR CI= 2E-015 fs= i0000000

CAPACITOR IE-050 PO XL

INDUCTOR IE-006

CAPACITOR IE-010
16 mm

17 (rbe)

18 (Cbed)

19 Vn

20 Vins

B= 9 E= 0 C: i N, NPN HIP TRANSISTOR

gmo: 2.859460045734375E-002 BETA= i00

0 - 7 RESISTOR 3497.163744224225

0 - 7 CAPACITOR 4.550972008524029E-012

7 - 9 VW, WH MS V 3E-009

0 - 7 TESTPOINT SET, _ = IE_020

FT (MHz): I000

PO BIP

PO BIP

PO BIP

I0 mhz 2xtal osc z config, I

cl,C, i , 0 , IE-010 , 0 , 0 , 0

{IZ},I, I , I0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0

{dR},R, 10 , II , 1.36E-005 , 0 , 0 , 0

{RV},R, 11 , 12 ,-3.917113507084587E-002 , 0 , 1 , 0

[XV},X, 12 , 13 ,-1.876242564109969E-007 , 0 , 0 , 0

(RI)XLI,R, 13 , 2 , 70 , 0 , 9 , 0

(Cl),C, 2 , 3 , 2.1E-016 , 0 , 9 , 10000000

(CoJ,C, I , 3 , IE-050 , 0 , g , 0

C'LI,L, 3 , 4 , 5.386228087475492E-007 , 0 , i , 0

Cc,C, 4 , 0 , IE-009 , 0 , 0 , 0

(RI)XL2,R, 4 , 5 , 70 , 0 , 9 , 0

(CI),C, 5 , 6 , 2E-016 , 0 , 9 , i0000000

(Co),C, 4 , 6 , IE-050 , 0 , 9 , 0

C'L2,L, 6 , 7 , IE-006 , 0 , I , 0

C2,C, 7 , 0 , IE-010 , 0 , 0 , 0

mm,N, 9 , 0 , I , 2.859460045734375E-002 , I00 , 1000

(rbe),R, 0 , 7 , 3497.163744224224 , O , 7 , 0

(Cbed),C, 0 , 7 , 4.550972008524029E-012 , 0 , 7 , 0

Vn,VW, 7 , 9 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0

Vins,TP, 0 , 7 , IE+020 , 0 , 0 , 0

FIG7 PARTS LIST

2 RESONATOR OSCK/-ATOR

FIGS MErLIST
2 RESONATOR OSCH.I.ATOR
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